Maritime Security Solutions

Becatech is among the world’s leaders in delivering
elite maritime security services. The Company
offers all levels of protection and protective security
services to an international clientele, both private
and corporate.

In an increasingly dangerous world, the range of maritime threats faced by the operators
of marine and maritime assets continues to expand. These range from simple theft, to
deadly action from those with far more sinister intent.
Becatech operates at the leading edge of technological
development. Our comprehensive knowledge and
vast experience in the use of technology and in
operating protocols, allows us to offer an unparalleled
capability in both securing and protecting your
maritime assets against such threats.
Our technologies and services offer the
most advanced and effective detection and
countermeasures capabilities, ranging from
non-lethal weaponry and countermeasures
through to, (where necessary) armed response
capability, with the aim to simply safeguard
against the increasing threat of piracy, kidnap,
hijacking and terrorism.

This, combined with the experience of our specialist
maritime security team, all with backgrounds in
elite Special Forces Units and Intelligence Agencies,
allows us to offer a truly comprehensive service in
maritime security.
Becatech is therefore the natural, low risk, choice
for all security services, ranging from Superyacht
Security and Executive Protection, through to
the security of property, ports, harbours and
industrial infrastructure.

Our services cover the full breadth
of maritime operations:
Superyacht Security
In an increasingly dangerous world, the range of maritime threats faced
by the operators and owners of superyachts and commercial vessels
continues to expand. These range from intrusion and simple thefts
while at anchor, through to more sinister and deadly actions taken by
organised criminals, pirates and terrorists. Sadly, these threats are now
real issues and concerns for all owners and operators of private craft,
regardless of size.

Our technologies and services have
been designed and developed to
minimise risk and exposure for all
sizes and types of yachts; both power
and sail. They offer operationally
effective detection and countermeasures
capabilities, ranging from non-lethal
weaponry and countermeasures through
(where necessary) to armed response
capability; the aim, simply to safeguard
against the increasing threat of piracy,
kidnap, hijacking and terrorism.

Our specialist marine security team,
all of whom are drawn from Elite Special
Forces Units, Royal Marine Commandos
and Intelligence Agencies, have vast
experience in maritime security and
communications. Mindful of the client’s
privacy and profile, they will plan and
deliver a discreet service and minimise
the risk faced by the client, such that you
can be assured that our solutions will
ensure your vessel, crew and passengers
can be secure and safe wherever you
choose to sail.

In this field, Becatech leads the world
in the deployment of state-of-the-art
electronic and physical security solutions.
A fully integrated solution, comprised of
discreet CCTV, Access Control, Intruder
Detection, and detection of approaching
vessels and divers, connected to a
command and control communications
console, will ensure that any incident is
detected and verified in sufficient time
to take action. The incident can be
communicated off the vessel, allowing
any additional response to be mounted.

Development of a Ship
Security Plan
Becatech’s consultants will assist owners
and Masters in the development of a ship
security plan. This will involve voyage
planning, operating protocols and security
measures, as well as the selection and
vetting of personnel and equipment.
Through our associate companies,
Becatech can also offer actual penetration
testing onboard the vessel, where
security protocols, systems, procedures
and equipment are tested via a benign
attempt at gaining access to the vessel
and information about her.
Becatech also operates a licensed
Penetration Test and Attack Facility,
allowing us to test the integrity and
resilience of all electronic control
and communication media. Such an
operation is only ever conducted
with client approval to ensure that
information is protected and that
the integrity of all onboard systems
is assured.

Super yacht transit security
In addition to our other services, our
highly experienced protection and
advisory teams could be a welcome
addition to your Ship Security Plan –
delivering your vessel securely to your
port of choice.

Executive Protection
In parallel with the Superyacht
Protection capability, and drawing
from our VIP and Executive Security
background, Becatech offers a range
of services intended to ensure that
the safest environment is created for
you, and your passengers and crew
while onboard your vessel or ashore.
This service is delivered by highly trained
professionals, all of whom operate with
absolute discretion, mindful of our
clients’ right to privacy and security
and minimising any disruption to our
clients’ business or personal life.

• Crew vetting – Becatech has the
ability to undertake a deep vetting of
intended crew members. This covers
background, behaviours, associations
and prior experience, thereby ensuring
the highest level of security and
capability can be guaranteed for
those entrusted with the operation
of the vessel.

• Itinerary management – Day-to-day
itinerary details and changes can
all be handled by the designated
chaperone (either a single operative
or a Close Protection Team,
dependant on client requirements).
Ensuring that any journey is problem
free, and preparations are made for
any emergency situation.

• Travel management – Becatech
operates with highly trained,
certified and trusted close-protection
personnel who will oversee the
management of pick-ups, drop-offs
and rendezvous of owners and guests,
allowing the captain and his crew to
run the ship.

• Travel security - The chaperone(s)
will ensure that all travel plans and
itineraries for each location are well
advised, and a suitable plan of action is
followed in the event of an emergency.

• Crisis Management –
The Chaperone or Close Protection
Team will draw on their wealth
of specialist crisis management
expertise, should the situation
require it. Protecting your life,
your reputation, your cargo, your
guests/passengers/employees and
your vessel or installation.
• Venue evacuation and emergency
co-ordination – Your chaperone
is fully trained to provide critical
support quickly and efficiently,
should an emergency situation arise
whereby an evacuation is required.

Communications
Becatech Maritime Solutions
has the capability to deliver
robust marine-stabilised
VST and TVRO solutions.
The systems are
designed to deliver
satellite communications
for high-performance,
mission-critical applications.
This establishes the
communication highway
for all the vessel’s needs,
be they for entertainment,
tracking and monitoring
security on board, monitoring
engineering and marine
systems, delivering the
connectivity for business
broadband, or to provide
on board wireless or
fixed connectivity for
broadband-based social
and leisure activities,
including telephony.

Vastly superior to the narrow
band pay-as-you-go services,
which are unpredictable and
unreliable. The always-on
unlimited broadband VSAT
solutions deliver exceptional
performance and comply with
all regulations.
We have a range of packaged
solutions, ensuring we have
the right solution to meet the
business and social needs of
the Captain, crew, vessel and
most importantly, the owner.
The solutions are world
proven, innovative and
reliable, and have a ten-year
pedigree of use in the
testing maritime environment.
They set the standard on
maritime communications,
be that super yachts, naval
vessels, commercial shipping
or in the offshore oil and
gas environment.

In addition, Becatech offers various training
packages for crews and other personnel:
Crew training
All training is delivered by top specialists • Practical Security – Becatech can train
you and your crew in highly effective
in their fields, usually available exclusively
and yet simply applied principles of
to Becatech and our Partner Organisations.
general yacht and personal security
techniques and yacht-specific
security programs.
• Counter Piracy – Becatech will assist
in deriving an Emergency Response
Plan to ensure that every eventuality
is covered should you be unfortunate
enough to encounter an attack
whilst at sea. This will cover
surveillance, counter surveillance
and counter-piracy tactics, effective
countermeasures, anti-boarding
techniques and kidnap protocols
and survival.

• Self Defence – Becatech will instruct
those on board in self defence,
unarmed combat and close quarters
battle techniques (if required).
• Team Building – Aimed at optimising
crew performance in all situations,
focussing on an understanding of
behaviours, requirements, and
interoperability, promoting team
working, a high degree of confidence
and reliance in each other, dealing
with normal operations and crises,
and improving team efficiencies.

New-Build and Retro-Fit security consultation
For managers and owners, Becatech’s
Security System Design Consultation
will ensure the right level of protection
is introduced at the earliest stages of
design or, where required, during re-fit
and maintenance.
Becatech delivers a hands-on solution
from the drawing board to handover
of the vessel, including the development
of ‘citadels’ (safe havens and specialist
covert communications equipment), to
protect everybody on board from danger
should an attack occur.

Countermeasures and vessel hardening
can also be specified for the yacht or ship
as required. Such measures might, in
addition to creating a citadel, include:
• Integration of multiple sensor suites
• The installation of non-lethal
countermeasures and anti-boarding
technologies
• The installation of specialist radar or
sonar equipment and detectors to
protect against any incoming threat
from above or below the waterline.
If required, Becatech’s associate
Companies can undertake this
work anywhere in the world.

Becatech Commercial Maritime Services
Becatech has, over many years, been called upon to protect things that are
irreplaceable or, that if lost or rendered inoperable, would severely impact the
ability to generate revenue from operations. These facilities have ranged from
offshore oil ports through to remote drilling rigs and harbour installations.

Becatech has an ability to deliver a
total security solution to commercial
shipping as well as land or sea borne
commercial/industrial operations.
Taking Becatech’s renowned expertise
in delivering specialist security solutions
and technologies to Critical National
Infrastructure worldwide, Becatech
understand the threats that such
enterprises face and the risks and
vulnerabilities surrounding
these operations.
In the current climate, maritime assets
such as oil rigs, gas carriers, crude and
petroleum tankers, bulk container ships,
cruise liners and private yachts are all
being subjected to targeted attacks as
never before. The threat spectrum
ranges range from opportunistic petty
criminals through to piracy and, in the
extreme, international terrorism where
adversaries look to use maritime assets
and cargo as tools with which to disrupt
operations or even deliver attacks
against nations.

Attacks and activities such as these,
whether minor or far more sinister, are
hugely damaging to business both in
terms of potential loss of life and assets
through to reputational damage. In order
to stop the attack or to naturalise the
threat, it is essential that such incidents
are recognised and verified in time for
appropriate action to be taken.
Based upon Becatech’s philosophy
of protective (as opposed to reactive)
security, Becatech ensures that the very
best detection, tracking, monitoring
and countermeasure systems are
deployed, along with leading-edge
communications in order to protect
maritime assets and shipping. These
systems provide protection in the
form of 24/7 monitoring and detection
of suspicious or unusual actions.

Furthermore, Becatech systems can
detect anomalous patterns of behaviour
in ships, cargos, people and systems and
will continuously look at developing risk
scenarios to provide ship Captains and
operators with fact-based data and
options on which to take action.
In a similar fashion to the offerings to
the super yacht operators, Becatech
can offer the retro fit of all manner
of security systems and apparatus
to commercial vessels and facilities.
These range from creating citadels
and secure command centres, through
to secure communications, physical
protection and non-lethal or armed
countermeasure systems. Becatech
can also provide systems to monitor
and track people, assets and cargo
determining whether it has been
interfered with, opened in transit
diverted or stolen/kidnapped and if
so, where it has been diverted to.

Contacting Becatech
If you would like to benefit from the expertise of Becatech’s
specialist team, or have any questions about the Maritime
Security Services we offer, then please do not hesitate to get
in touch. A member of our team will be happy to talk through
your requirements, with an uncompromising level of discretion
and confidentiality.

Please visit www.becatech.co.uk or contact us in any
of the following ways:
United Kingdom

North America

UK HQ

New York

Becatech Ltd
Becatech House
Sharpham Road
Cheddar
Somerset
BS27 3DR
United Kingdom

Becatech Inc
Suite 700
90 State Street
Albany
New York 12207
USA

T: +44 (0)1934 743440
F: +44 (0)1934 743794
E: info@becatech.com

T: +1 518 591 4635
M: +1 347 880 0953
E: sales@becatech.com
Virginia

London
Becatech Ltd
16 Old Queen Street
London
SW1H 9HP
United Kingdom

Becatech Inc
14001C Saint Germain Drive
Suite 802
Centreville
VA 20121
USA

T: +44 (0)203 585 3465
F: +44 (0)203 585 3466
E: info@becatech.com

T: +1 347 880 0953
M: +1 703 731 3683
E: sales@becatech.com

